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Die einen drücken ihre Meinung in der Form des Wunschens aus, wie A. Camus, der „die Sprache der Ethik in die Ausübung der Politik einführen“ möchte1, oder auch in Gestalt der Forderung, daß die Politik der Ethik untersteilt sei. Andere sind mehr dazu geneigt, die Moral und das Recht dem Staat zu subordinieren, im Sinne Spinozas: „Wir sehen demnach, daß jeder Bürger nicht unter seinem, sondern dem Recht des Staates steht, dessen sämtliche Befehle er zu befolgen verbunden ist, und daß er kein Recht habe, zu entscheiden, was billig und unbillig, fromm und gottlos sei, daß er vielmehr, weil der Staatskörper wie von einem Geist geleitet wird, und folglich der Wille des Staates als der Wille aller gelten muß, das, was der Staat als gerecht und gut beschließt, so ansehen muß, als ob es von jedem Einzelnchen beschlossen wäre, und daß also ein Untertan, wenn er auch die Beschlüsse des Staates für unfair hält, sie doch zu befolgen gezwungen ist“2. Im allgemeinen jedoch wird angenommen, daß die Politik das Recht habe, die Ethik zu perversionieren, insbesondere in Notlagen oder in Ausnahmeverhältnissen. Tocqueville ist da anderer Ansicht, er bemerkt in seinen „Souvenirs“, daß, selbst wenn die Sitten einer Gesellschaft von denjenigen einer anderen Gesellschaft abweichen, „die Sitten der Politiker, die
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The methodological illusions of modern political theory:
The case of Rawls and Habermas
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I. Introduction

Modern political philosophy began with an abstraction. "Let us . . . con-
sider men", wrote Hobbes in De Cive, "as if but even now sprung out of
the earth, and suddenly, like mushrooms, come to full maturity, without
all kind of engagement to each other". This invocation to view man in all
his nakedness outside the bonds of society, history, and tradition was
enough to earn Hobbes the title of being the father of modern political
philosophy. Descartes had initiated modern epistemology with his call to
leave behind the world of human affairs, conventions, and the senses. Re-
moved from the fetters of prejudice, the noise of human affairs, the dogma
of the Church, and the deception of the senses, for the Cartesian ego this
withdrawal from the world was the beginning of a process of emancipa-
tion through doubt. By negating the appearances, the autonomous
Cartesian ego gained an ontological permission to reconstruct them ac-

cording to a masterplan like an architect operating with a single vision.
The emancipatory thrust of Hobbes' methodological abstraction paral-
leled that of Descartes. By proposing to consider "men as mushrooms",
Hobbes was arguing that the current state of affairs in which they lived
could no longer be taken as a beginning point for political theory. The
given had lost its claim to be. A truthful reflection on politics could only
begin by negating the given. With the refusal to take existing conditions as
they were, Hobbes also rejected the legitimacy of time, tradition, and his-

* This essay was written under the auspices of an Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship
during my stay at the Max-Planck-Institut in Starnberg 1979–1981. I would like to
thank Professor Jürgen Habermas for his hospitality, the Alexander von Humboldt
Stiftung for their generosity, my colleagues Wolf Schäfer, Klaus Eder, and Adina
Schwartz for critical discussions of this text. Needless to say, I have been able to ac-
commodate neither all their insights nor all their criticisms (particularly those voiced by
Eder).

1 Thomas Hobbes, "Philosophical Rudiments Concerning Government and Society", in:

2 Renée Descartes, Discours de la Methode, Introd. by Karl Jaspers, Mainz 1945.
tory to bind the individual. The political world would be well-recovered only after the individual had journeyed through the thought experiment of the state of nature and of the social contract. Fictional though it was, like Descartes' methodical doubt, this thought experiment was devised to teach men to become the makers and architects of a new political order, and to provide them with a master plan for founding the new commonwealth. Modern political philosophy posited the methodological withdrawal from the actual world of politics to be a precondition for future political emancipation.

It will be the purpose of this essay to discuss the Hobbesian methodological legacy in the work of two contemporary political thinkers: John Rawls and Jürgen Habermas. The similarities between the Rawlsian theory of justice and Habermas' theory of Discourse have been the object of increasing attention in recent years. There are two premises shared by Rawls and Habermas. I will call the first the *consensus principle of legitimacy* and define it as follows: the principle of rational consensus provides the only criterion in light of which the legitimacy of norms and of normative institutional arrangements can be justified. More significantly, Rawls and Habermas share a meta-theoretical premise: the idea of such a rational consensus is to be defined procedurally, by specifying strategies and modes of argumentation through which alone such a consensus of norms and on normative institutional arrangements can be attained. Let me call this "methodological proceduralism". Rawls maintains that his theory of justice provides us with the only procedure of justification through which valid and binding norms of collective coexistence can be established. Habermas argues that the counterfactual of the "ideal speech situation" defines the formal properties of that mode of reflexive argumentation called "discourse", by engaging in which alone we can attain a rational consensus on norms. The fictive collective choice situation devised by Rawls and the equally fictive "ideal speech situation" devised by Habermas are normative justification procedures serving to illustrate the consensus principle of legitimacy.

In this essay I will argue that both counterfactual justification procedures are flawed by a dialectic of form and content, or of formal-procedural constraints and material-substantive assumptions. The first aspect of this dialectic concerns the criteria of selection presupposed by counterfactual abstractions; the second, the relationship of sociological presuppositions to normative principles in such counterfactual procedures. When examined under the first aspect, the procedural theories of Rawls and Habermas display a circularity: the initial counterfactual abstraction does not serve as justification, but rather, as an *illustration*, of normative principles presupposed by the theory (section 2 below). With regard to the second aspect of the form-content dialectic: while Rawls' theorem of rational choice is based upon a very questionable view of the social sciences and is, therefore, epistemologically inconsistent (section 3.1 below), in Habermas case, the problem is that the counterfactual theory of discourse can hardly fulfill the critical intentions of his sociological theory (section 3.2 below).

Despite the flaw in their internal logic, procedural argumentations continue to be very influential in normative social and political theory. In recent years, this has been undoubtedly due to the justified influence of Rawls' work. I should therefore say at the outset that since Rawls' work has been criticized on so many levels and in so many respects, to assume that at this point yet another Rawls critique would contribute much to our thinking about these issues may be almost foolhardy. This is not my purpose. My goal in this essay is to criticize a tradition of methodological proceduralism in political philosophy that runs from Hobbes to Habermas in the context of a more general question concerning the relationship of normative philosophy to critical social theory. I want to question whether
proceduralism is the correct strategy by which to integrate the achievements of critical social theory with the insights of normative philosophy.

2. The Dialectic of Form and Content 1: Criteria of Selection and Counterfactual Abstractions

Procedures of normative justification, which begin by counterfactually abstracting from known conditions of social and historical existence, must justify this abstraction in light of some principles of inclusion and exclusion. There must be criteria of selection in light of which certain aspects of human identity, capacities and qualities are included in the description of the counterfactual, while others are excluded from it. Since Hobbes's tendency of modern political theory has been to eliminate empirically and normatively restrictive criteria of identity like class, sex and status distinctions, and to minimize psychological and anthropological assumptions concerning what human nature is or is not, as theories of rational constr.

4 There has always reigned uneasiness in the tradition of Marxism about the status of normative ideals like justice, freedom and autonomy in the name of which thinkers from Marx to Marcuse have criticized capitalist society. On the one hand, Marxism has replaced the tradition of normative philosophy by a "science" of society. On the other hand, the method of "immanent critique" juxtaposed the universalistic ideals of bourgeois society to the sociological reality of the latter, seemingly committing itself to such ideals but criticizing their particularistic realization. Cf. Habermas, "Historischer Materialismus und die Entwicklung normativer Strukturen", RMH, 9–49. Within the scope of this essay, I can do no more than mention this problem, although the question of methodological proceduralism, which concerns me here, is part of a research project on the normative grounding of a critical theory of society; cf. my "Procedural vs. Discursive Norms of Rationality: The Search for the Normative Grounding of Critique", Ms. Starnberg January 1980.

5 The metaphor of the "state of nature" with which contractarian theories in the modern period began, implied both an anthropology and a psychology of human nature, and a theory of pre-political institutions and relations, like domestic servitude, marriage and the right of the father over his children. By claiming that relations between husband and wife, master and servant, child and father were part of the state of nature, contract theories removed them from the jurisdiction of civil government and reduced them to relations of privatization. They thereby restricted the right of rational consent to the economically independent male head of household. Cf. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, C.B. McPherson (ed.), Middlesex 1968, ch. XX; John Locke, "Second Treatise of Civil Government" in Two Treatises of Civil Government, Peter Laslett (ed.), Cambridge 1970, part I. Even Kant, who defined the state of nature as the sphere of Privatrecht, defended the privilege of the male head of household over his wife, children and servants, i.e., Kant, Die Metaphysik der Sitten, Werke in Zehn Bänden, Bd. VII, Darmstadt 1971, 385–397. The first systematic distinction between the concept of the state of nature and the sphere of private-personal rights, and between an empirical theory of human nature and the concept of universalistic in the substantive sense, as they consider all and not only some group of Humans to be entitled to consent, they must also become increasingly formal in their methodological assumptions. For, if it is assumed that all humans are entitled to consent, or have the right to be considered as beings capable of consent, then the theory must proceed from a sufficiently general and minimal conception of the empirical and normative identity to be ascribed to human beings. If this conception were not sufficiently minimal and general, then the theory would contradict the principle of rational consent of all, for it would have restricted this principle only to certain group of humans, who are such and such, and have the capacity to act in such and such ways. This would be carried out on the basis of strong normative assumptions the validity of which would have been presupposed, but not justified. But the more minimal and general the conception of empirical and normative identity of persons from which the theory proceeds, the more unlikely that this will prove sufficient to yield normative principles of social and institutional arrangements. In this section, I will examine the various arguments by which Rawls and Habermas justify the "original position" and "the ideal speech situation", respectively.

2.1 The Justification of the Original Position in the Rawlsian Theory of Justice: Reflective Equilibrium and the Thin Theory of the Good

Rawls' initial justification for the counterfactual called the "original position" is that it serves to make vivid to ourselves the restrictions that it seems reasonable to impose on arguments for principles of justice, and therefore on these principles themselves" (TJ, 18; 36). Principles of justice must be those that "free and rational persons concerned to further their own interests would accept in an initial position of equality as defining the fundamental terms of their associations" (TJ, 11; 28). This conception of justice is called "Justice as fairness". Individuals are equal in this initial situation in the sense that they are deprived of specific information concerning their place in society, of the distribution among them of natural assets and abilities, like intelligence and strength, and of their own psychological propensities. The parties to the original position are rational, moral persons. They have their own moral ends, which are not ranked in value; they are capable of pursuing them and they are capable of a sense of the person, was made by Hegel in the Rechtsphilosophie, G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen über Rechtphilosophie, 1818–1831, R.-H. Ilting (Hsg.), Bd. IV, Stuttgart 1974, "Das Abstrakte Recht", 170–182; cf. my "Obligation, Contract and Exchange: The Opening Arguments of Hegel's Philosophy of Right", Hegel's Political Philosophy, II, Z. A. Pelcynski (ed.), Cambridge University Press London (forthcoming).
of justice. By the "freedom" of the parties in this situation, is to be understood that as equal, rational, moral beings, they can conceive of the principles of their cooperation to be the result of their own actions, and view them as self-imposed (TJ, 13; 30). Throughout the initial sections of *A Theory of Justice* Rawls expresses a preference for "generally shared and preferably weak conditions" (TJ, 20; 37). The original position can also be regarded as "the result of a hypothetical course of reflection", called reflective equilibrium (TJ, 26ff.; 38ff.), a procedure of going back and forth between our existing judgments and philosophical-moral principles. Rawls takes great pains not to introduce as justificatory steps in his argument the strong conception of the original position as a rational choice situation, involves the introduction of the following presuppositions: "thick veil of ignorance" (TJ, § 24); the theory of primary goods (TJ, § 15); the definition of the circumstances of justice; the formal constraints of the concept of right (TJ, § 23); and the minimax rule as the principle of rational choice (TJ, 144 ff.). The move from the weak to the "philosophically preferred description" of the original position, leads to the following problem: the weak and generally accepted assumptions that ought to have described the reasonable constraints of arguments for justice become strong and constraints of arguments for justice become strong and controversial, and a theoretically defined conception of a "rational choice situation" is offered as the only possible interpretation of these constraints. The original position no longer serves as a justification of the two principles of justice; rather, it functions as an illustration of those principles whose justification has been presupposed. That the original position is not a justificatory, but an illustrative device, is by now a shared criticism in the literature. These criticisms can be divided into two groups: according to the first, even the minimal interpretation of the original position, under the constraints of the "thin theory of the good" - the assumption that individuals are to be considered as moral persons whose ends are not ranked in value - is not minimal. Thomas Nagel points out that there are many groups of individuals, Marxists, conservatives, aristocrats, and hedonists, among others, whose conception of the good would contradict the conditions stipulated by Rawls for admission to the original position. According to the second kind of criticisms, not the minimal, but the privileged description of the original position, constitutes the problem. These critics have questioned the so-called "neutrality" of Rawls' theory of primary goods (Schwartz); Rawls' criterion of intersubjective comparison in terms of average income (Wolf); the plausibility of Rawls' moral psychology, which presupposes risk aversion (Barber); the game theoretic and economic definition of rationality (Höffle); the use of the maximin as a decision procedure (Harsanyi). Both the minimal interpretation of the original position in light of reflective equilibrium and

2.1.1 The Privileged Description of the Original Position

The philosophically favored interpretation of the original position as a rational choice situation, involves the introduction of the following presuppositions: "thick veil of ignorance" (TJ, § 24); the theory of primary goods (TJ, § 15); the definition of the circumstances of justice; the formal constraints of the concept of right (TJ, § 23); and the minimax rule as the principle of rational choice (TJ, 144 ff.). The move from the weak to the "philosophically preferred description" of the original position, leads to the following problem: the weak and generally accepted assumptions that ought to have described the reasonable constraints of arguments for justice become strong and constraints of arguments for justice become strong and controversial, and a theoretically defined conception of a "rational choice situation" is offered as the only possible interpretation of these constraints. The original position no longer serves as a justification of the two principles of justice; rather, it functions as an illustration of those principles whose justification has been presupposed. That the original position is not a justificatory, but an illustrative device, is by now a shared criticism in the literature. These criticisms can be divided into two groups: according to the first, even the minimal interpretation of the original position, under the constraints of the "thin theory of the good" - the assumption that individuals are to be considered as moral persons whose ends are not ranked in value - is not minimal. Thomas Nagel points out that there are many groups of individuals, Marxists, conservatives, aristocrats, and hedonists, among others, whose conception of the good would contradict the conditions stipulated by Rawls for admission to the original position. According to the second kind of criticisms, not the minimal, but the privileged description of the original position, constitutes the problem. These critics have questioned the so-called "neutrality" of Rawls' theory of primary goods (Schwartz); Rawls' criterion of intersubjective comparison in terms of average income (Wolf); the plausibility of Rawls' moral psychology, which presupposes risk aversion (Barber); the game theoretic and economic definition of rationality (Höffle); the use of the maximin as a decision procedure (Harsanyi). Both the minimal interpretation of the original position in light of reflective equilibrium and

the thin theory of the good, and its privileged description as a rational choice situation, are highly controversial, and do not provide a prima facie plausible interpretation of the principle of rational consent. Rather than engaging in a similar criticism, I want to consider what light Rawls’ Dewey lectures throw on this problem of the justification of the original position.

2.1.2 Kantian Constructivism and the Original Position

Rawls’ strategy in these lectures modifies the earlier one in A Theory of Justice at least in two essential respects. First, A Theory of Justice, the Kantian conception of the person was not used as a justificatory device in the construction of the original position. Rawls subsequently explained that he considered the original position to be an interpretation of the Kantian conception of autonomy (TJ, 252ff.; 283ff.). In the Dewey lectures, it is stated that “a particular conception of the person is an element in a reasonable procedure of construction, the outcome of which determines the content of the first principles of justice” (KC, 516). Whereas A Theory of Justice claimed to proceed from weak and generally accepted premises of rational and moral agency to a conception of the person, Rawls now proceeds from a conception of the person to the description of the original position. According to this new interpretation, Rawls attributes to persons not only the capacity for a sense of justice, and the capacity to form, to revise and to pursue rationally a conception of the good, but also two “highest order interests to realize and to exercise these powers” (KC, 525).

The attribution to individuals of such interests is a strong moral assumption; for it does not follow from Rawls’ definition of the first two capacities that individuals would also have these interests. It only follows

9 There is disagreement in the literature as to whether the “rational choice situation” can be described as a collective bargaining game in all, and whether it does not merely redescribe a normative universalizing principle of the sort proposed by Kant. Cf. Sidney Alexander, “Social Evaluation through Notional Choice”, The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 4 (1974), 597–625; John Rawls, “Reply to Alexander and Mungare”, ibid., 633–655; J. Hampton, “Contracts and Choices: Does Rawls have a Social Contract Theory?”, Journal of Philosophy, 36 (1980), 315–338. The criticisms of Mungare and Hampton have convincingly shown, I believe, that the Rawlsian construction of rational choice is not sufficiently different than the utilitarian principle of adopting “for society as a whole the principle of rational choice for one man” (TJ, 27–45). In section 3.1 below I will argue that if the Rawlsian theory of justice purports to be a rational choice model, it does so at the cost of epistemological inconsistency.

10 Cf. Rawls’ initial discussion of “The Rationality of the Parties”, in TJ, § 25 with the Aristotelian theory of motivation in § 65. In “Kantian Constructivism and Moral Theory”, the Aristotelian principle of motivation becomes an element in the construction of the concept of the person, not its elaboration, as it was in TJ.
then it cannot be said to interpret the conditions of rational consent simpliciter. This conception of the person may not speak to those who do not share or sympathize with its motivational structure; others may find it too formal, too repressive or too individualistic and private. Equally, the im-passe in democratic culture may not be interpreted as a conflict between two conceptions of liberty—the liberties of civic life and of public life (KC, 519F.)—, but as a conflict between political democracy and the nondemocratic control of social and economic life by corporations and the state serving their interests (Lasch, Wolin); as the conflict between the increasing complexity of social life and the “unmanageability” of democratic participation demands (Samuel Huntington); as the incompatibility of cultural hedonism, generated by an excessive democratic culture, and the work ethic (Daniel Bell); By making his standpoint more hermeneutically and historically specific, Rawls raises the question of the relationship of normative philosophy to social-theoretical assumptions, but does not resolve it. The dialectic of form and content in the Rawlsian theory of justice can be stated in the form of a dilemma: either to proceed from weak and substantively non-controversial assumptions, and to forfeit the claim to a formal solution to the problem of justice, or to proceed from strong and substantively controversial assumptions, but to forfeit the claim that the formal solution to the problem of justice can be the unique procedural interpretation of the principle of rational consent. By shifting from the weak to the strong privileged description of the original position, A Theory of Justice offered a formal but highly controversial answer to the problem of justice. In light of Rawls’ new strategy the question would be: can these new admissions and modifications allow a formal, game-theoretic answer to the problem of justice at all? (Cf. section 3.1 below).

2.2. The Justification of the Ideal Speech Situation in Habermas’ Theory of Diskurs

In the previous section, I have attempted to show that the justification of the original position within the Rawlsian theorem of justice undergoes a modification which can be briefly described as “from the rational to the reasonable”. One could say that Habermas’ theory of practical discourse still operates with the assumption that the rational is prior to the reasonable, or that the formal conditions of rational argumentation and communication should define the reasonable normative posture of agents who are capable of speech and action. The “cognitive ethics of language” is posterior to, in the sense of being grounded by, the universal pragmatic conditions of the rational communication and argumentation.

Following a suggestion made by K.H. Ilting, I will distinguish between four possible interpretations of the ideal speech situation in Habermas’ writings: 1. the ideal speech situation as the model of an ideal communication; 2. the anticipation of the ideal speech situation as the condition of the possibility of linguistic communication; 3. the anticipation of the ideal speech situation as the condition of the possibility of a discourse; 4. the ideal speech situation as a sufficient condition for the attainment of a rationally motivated consensus on controversial validity claims. The parallelisms between Habermas’ justification of the ideal speech situation and the Rawlsian justification of the original position can be established as follows: while the first and the second interpretations of the ideal speech situation correspond to Rawls’ conception of a “thin theory of the good” and “reflective equilibrium” respectively, the third and fourth interpretations parallel the privileged description of the original position as a rational choice situation. I will argue that according to all three interpretations, the justification of the ideal speech situation is circular, for it presupposes, rather than grounding, the normative validity of communicative ethics.

2.2.1 The Ideal Speech Situation as a Thin Theory of the Good

According to Habermas, „Die kontrafaktilen Bedingungen der idealen Sprechsituation erwiesen sich als Bedingungen einer idealen Lebensform“ (11., 139). These counterfactual conditions are: a symmetrical distrib-


tion of chances to choose and to lead speech acts, and to assume various dialogue roles. While these first two conditions provide for equality of opportunity to use communicative, constative and partial regulatory speech acts, the third formal precondition stipulates that participants in a discourse be "truthful": "die Sprecher weder sich noch andere über ihre Intentionen täuschen dürfen" (HL, 138). The fourth precondition stipulates that only those participants can be allowed into the ideal speech situation, "die als Handeln gebrächliche Chancen haben, sämtliche zu ver-
wendung" (HL, 138). Neither the third nor the fourth preconditions can be satisfied by contexts of linguistic communication alone, but presuppose action contexts as well. For, truthfulness is a quality that pertains not only to linguistic expressions, but to the relationship between saying, doing and meaning. Likewise, the fourth precondition, guarantees reciprocity in behavioral expectations by excluding norms that are binding only on one of the parties.

The ideal speech situation gives a linguistic determination for what we "usually" understand by truth, justice and freedom: truth is to be defined as the consensus reached by participants under the conditions of an ideal speech situation. This implies that the rationality of the parties can be defined as their capacity and willingness to engage in, comply with, and accept as binding the outcomes of such communication. The ideal speech situation defines the meaning of justice in terms of the equal right of all participants to an equal distribution of the use and initiation of speech acts. The universal pragmatic meaning of freedom would be the rights to accept as binding only the "force" of the better argument; freedom means the suspension of all internal and external constraints of action that lead persons to act in certain ways, and the right to follow the force of reason only.

As with Rawls' thin theory of the good, the Habermasian original position does not justify the moral and normative content of the theory, rather it serves to illustrate it. The symmetry condition already stipulates a prior normative commitment to the equal right of all to be considered as rational and free beings. In fact, Habermas' normative assumptions are stronger than those of Rawls', for they already define a certain moral conduct, that of truthfulness, and a certain form of life, one in which the complete reciprocity of the parties in power and authority relations is presupposed. The universal pragmatic interpretations of rationality, justice and freedom are indeed interpretations, which presuppose the normative validity of communicative rationality, of equality of opportunity, of reciprocity and truthfulness. But what grounds have been given to choose this particular normative interpretation, if it was first the outcome of the ideal speech situation that would establish norms which we would have to consider binding? The ideal speech situation is a circular construction; it presupposes those very norms whose validity it was supposed to establish.

2.2.2 The Ideal Speech Situation as Reflective Equilibrium

Habermas could admit this circularity, but, like Rawls, argue that the validity of these norms need not be first established, for they are already presupposed. Just as the weak description of the original position claims to make clear to us those "considered judgments duly pruned and adjusted" (TJ, 20; 38), Habermas argues that the ideal speech situation is anticipated in the structure of all empirical speech (HL, 136; Wth, 258) and all human interaction (BWU, 95; L pr, 153).

Upon a first reading this argument is trivially implausible. Non-symmetrical, non-reciprocal, deceitful and irrational speech and interaction are the norm, rather than the exception in human life. If this were not the case, there would be no need for normative philosophy either. All would be as it ought to be.

This objection is trivial because universal pragmatics establishes the conditions for the possibility of speech and interaction in the transcendental sense. Just as the time perception of schizophrenics or the space perception of cubists do not constitute arguments against Kant’s pure forms of intuition, so the presence of distorted communication patterns does not constitute an argument against the universal pragmatic interpretation of the possible conditions of human speech and interaction. Universal pragmatics analyzes the deep structure of the possibility of specifically human modes of speech and communication.

Granted, however, that this deep structure is not one that we as acting and speaking subjects are immediately aware of, but one which we can anticipate and understand with the help of adequate means of construction (HL, 136), the problem still remains: even if general conditions of symmetry and reciprocity are presupposed by all human speech and interaction as
structural conditions, these structural conditions do not imply a unique semantic content. It does not follow that symmetry and reciprocity ought to be interpreted such as to mean the right of all to symmetrical and reciprocal participation, conduct, behavioural expectations and the like. We must presuppose a specific concept of equality; we must first normatively stipulate a specific content and interpretation in light of which the identity of those who are entitled to symmetry and reciprocity is defined. The claim that all humans, insofar as they are capable of speech and action, are entitled to the full symmetry and reciprocity of the conditions defined by the ideal speech situation, is itself a normative commitment that is not justified by the ideal speech situation, but rather one, in light of which, the structural conditions of the ideal speech situation are given a specific semantic interpretation. Whereas Rawls' procedure of "reflective equilibrium" refers to an already shared semantic interpretation of normative concepts, Habermas falsely assumes that this semantic content can be unequivocally deduced from universal pragmatics. But as A. Wellmer as well points out, a universal pragmatics cannot justify the step of abstraction which defines the transition to an universalistic ethics, because it presupposes a formal methodology. Universal pragmatics proceeds at a level of abstraction from the standpoint of which each and every individual is being capable of consensus. Universal pragmatics reconstructs a system of rules which will be recognized to be binding by acting and reasoning agents of a certain sort. These have attained, or can attain, a level of moral and practical Bildung that corresponds to the level of abstraction of universal pragmatics.

2.2.3 The Privileged Description of the Ideal Speech Situation

There is yet another interpretation given to the ideal speech situation by Habermas. The ideal speech situation is said to anticipate the possibility of, and to define the formal procedures to be followed within, special modes of argumentation called Disksurs. In discourses, validity claims which have become problematical are examined. In such argumentation situations, facts and norms lose their bindingness, and are viewed under the aspect of possible existence (Wth, 214). The acting and speaking subject "abstracts" from the given constraints of the world shared by others, to assume an attitude of inquiry and reflection both with respect to what is said to exist, and with respect to what is claimed to be right (Wth, 213ff.; Lpr, 174ff.).

The ideal speech situation anticipates the possibility of discourses, in the sense that, once the universal pragmatic presuppositions of everyday communication and interaction – like truth, truthfulness, and rightness – become problematical, individuals are led to assume a counterfactual attitude towards these presuppositions: one is led to suspend belief in the truth of assertions, the truthfulness of one’s partners, and the rightness of norms, and is led to question them argumentatively. As a counterfactual in which the reestablishment of consensus is anticipated, the ideal speech situation is a quasi-empirical fact: „Die ideale Sprechsituation ist weder ein empirisches Phänomen noch bloßes Konstrukt, sondern eine in Diskursen unvermeidliche reziprok vorgenommene Unterstellung“ (Wth, 258).

The ideal speech situation also defines the formal properties of argumentation strategies which are to lead to a rational and grounded consensus. In addition to the symmetry and reciprocity conditions discussed above (2.2.1), Habermas introduces a further formal requirement: the equal right of participants to challenge, to shift, and to revise the level of accepted justification procedures (Wth, 250). Discourses are procedures of argumentation characterized by a radicalization of the self-reflection of acting and speaking subject. Concrete forms of action, the norms legitimizing them, the warrants grounding these norms, and the level of justification presupposed by these warrants can all be called into question (Wth, 255).

I have called this third interpretation of the ideal speech situation a "privileged description", because Habermas, like Rawls, argues that if a rational procedure of deliberation on normative questions can be defined, then the norms arrived at through such procedures would have to be rationally consented to by all. But as rational deliberation procedures, discourses are not normatively neutral; the rationality of the procedures is dependent upon the reasonableness of the norms presupposed by it, and not vice versa.

Habermas now admits that discourses are the result of learning processes that are dependent on experience (Wth, 246), and attempts to give an evolutionary justification of the ideal speech situation. Learning processes

16 E. Tu Madison also distinguishes between „semanatische d.h. bedeutungskonstituierenden und pragmatischen Regeln“ in discourses, "Zur Entwicklung von moralischen Gründungsstrukturen", 6ff. Our arguments differ, however, in that I claim that pragmatic rules of discourse – symmetry, reciprocity – themselves already presuppose a semantic content.

18 It is unclear whether Habermas means more by "abstraction" than the simple suspension, or bracketing, of the constraints of action, and assuming an attitude of "reflection".
are both ontogenetic and phylogenetic. While in the history of the development of the individual, discourses correspond to the speech and interaction competencies of post-conventional personality types, in the history of the development of the human species, discursive justification procedures are first initiated by modern bourgeois natural right theories, and institutionalized in part by the legal system, by science, and by democratic-parliamentary procedures 19.

Even this new strategy, however, cannot justify “the step of abstraction” that leads to communicative ethics: either Habermas is claiming that because individuals can attain the level of post-conventional ego-identity, communicative ethics is justified - a procedure, which L. Kohlberg calls from “to ought” 20-, or he is merely saying that communicative ethics is historically contingent, because it is dependent on certain empirical developments. If the first argument is chosen, and indeed it would have to be, for it is the only one that raises a normative claim, then this amounts to assuming that the conditions for the possibility of the development of communicative ethics can serve as its justification. This would be analogous to saying that because individuals can act in these ways, they ought to do so. But while ought implies can, does not imply ought. Evolutionary argumentation strategies may define the range of possibilities from which one can select, and also establish the irreversibility of certain courses of linguistic and interactive development, but from within the stage of a shared level of cognitive and moral competence, evolutionary strategies cannot establish one alternative to the exclusion of others. From the standpoint we have reached, we cannot know what will turn out to be the level of moral competence or personality type to be favored by evolutionary development. Since we are not at the end of history, but within it, we can only know what our range of possibilities are and at what costs a certain course of development may be reversed.

Discourses are not the unique normative procedures that the evolutionary development of individual and collective competencies allow. They are ones which are preferred to others on account of certain prior normative considerations. This becomes amply clear in Habermas’ critique of Rawls: Rawls, according to Habermas, considers needs to be the “natural properties” of individuals, inaccessible to public discussion (R HM, 84). A Theory of Justice is based on the assumption that „Jeder Einzelne soll monologisch die Verallgemeinerungsfähigkeit der jeweiligen Normen prüfen“ (Ibid.). Rawls is also criticized for presupposing a conception of happiness that mirrors the way of life of private consumers, but the “pursuit of happiness” might one day mean something different: not accumulating material objects which one disposes of privately, but bringing about social relations in which mutuality predominates and satisfaction does not mean the triumph of one over the repressed needs of other (R HM, 292).

Habermas proposes a dialogic instead of a monologic model of need constitution, and prefers a system of justice in which individuals are not allowed to pursue their “thin” conceptions of the good at the sake of “repressing the needs of others”. But evolutionary arguments can provide evidence neither for or against such a criticism. Rawls, like Habermas, presupposes a post-conventional personality type, a human being who has acquired the capacity to accept norms of action only by reflecting upon the correct procedures of their generation. Furthermore, Rawls also presupposes the institutional and collective achievements of western democracies, but maintains that “the triumph of one over the repressed needs of the other” can only be avoided by the establishment of the two principles of justice. Evolutionary argumentations cannot tell us which interpretation of the post-conventional personality type is the one that must be chosen: this depends upon the plausibility, the enlightening and emancipatory potential of conceptions of personality and the theory of the good implied by them.

My conclusion in this section is a largely negative one: the assumptions leading to the justification of counterfactual abstractions are, in the case of both Rawls and Habermas, equally “strong” and “privileged”; each can elicit rational dissent and disagreement. Furthermore, because of the circularity of their justification procedures, in each case we confront assumptions among which we cannot arbitrate by recourse to proceduralism, for whether we accept the procedure itself depends upon whether we accept the norms that are presupposed by the procedure.

3. The Dialectic of Form and Content II: Social-theoretical Assumptions and Normative Philosophy

The second aspect of the form-content dialectic to be examined concerns the relationship of sociological presuppositions to normative principles in counterfactual procedures. I will first state this problem as it arises in the Rawlsian theory of justice: the initial counterfactual description with which the theory begins must be supplemented by some additional as-
3.1 The Status of “General Facts” in the Rawlsian Theory of Justice

There is a major inconsistency in the Rawlsian theory of justice: social and political agents under the “veil of ignorance” would have to know either less or more than what Rawls allows them to know, but they cannot know all and only what Rawls allows them to know. Rawls commits himself to the following two assumptions: individuals deprived of any knowledge of their social positions, natural and psychic endowment, the economic or political condition of their society, its level of culture and civilization, and its point in history, also know general facts about human society. They understand the principles of political science and of economics, the basis of social organization and the laws of human psychology. “Indeed, the parties are assumed to know whatever general facts affect the choice of the principles of justice” (TJ, 137; 160).

It has only been noticed by Robert P. Wolff that these two premises are epistemologically incoherent. Rawls assumes that there can be a sort of general knowledge concerning society, politics, economics and psychology, the possession of which would not inform individuals of the particulars of their social-historical conditions, the level of civilization of their society, its political and economic condition. But the concept of “particular facts” refers to two quite different kinds of propositions, which do not have the same epistemic status. While Rawls can justify the exclusion of knowledge of one kind of proposition under the conditions of the original position, he is inconsistent in excluding the second kind.

Under “particular facts”, Rawls understands existentially indexical as well as socially and historically indexed knowledge. An example of the first kind of proposition would be: “Individual A belongs to the third generation of a well-to-do Protestant family”, where A refers to Jones, or James. An example of the second kind of proposition is given by a statement like, “The crash of the world-exchange market in 1929 was the beginning of a period of great economic instability and unemployment for the capitalist countries of that period”. Rawls is consistent in excluding propositions of the first kind under the conditions of the “veil of ignorance”, for such knowledge is inconsistent with the requirement of justice as fairness. We should be willing to reason on the first principles of justice by excluding any specific knowledge we might have about our own socio-economic condition, psychic abilities, natural endowments, social and historical lineages, etc. But by confusing such existentially indexical knowledge with socially and historically indexed knowledge, Rawls is led to assume a. that the social sciences can provide us with socially and historically non-indexical laws and generalizations, and b. that the “general facts” relied upon by Rawls himself, and which are provided by marginalist economic theory, game-theory, Pareto sociology, etc. are themselves non-socially and historically specific. Both assumptions are, if not erroneous, at least highly debatable.

When we consider the first point: those committed to a hermeneutic methodology in the social sciences, like Peter Winch and Charles Taylor for example, would question that it is ever possible to formulate general laws in history and sociology that would be more than trivial. Ethnomethodologists (Garfinkel, Cicutore) would debate that a theoretical understanding of the social world, such as abstracts from the perspective of the participant, is possible. They would maintain that social knowledge is essentially knowledge of the participant and not of the observer. Marxists would reject that one could formulate laws and generalization in the social sciences which would not specify the social and historical range of their own validity – for example, neither the profit maximization nor the risk aversion motives, they would claim, can be attributed to social agents under precapitalist economic conditions. Consequently, from the standpoint of a hermeneutic, ethnomethodological or Marxist social theory, the propositions of game theory, marginalist economics and


old positivist belief that social science is what the philosopher of science, committed to the unity of science, thinks it ought to be?

Rawls' final answer to this objection would be the following: If a theory of justice is to be a part of political culture, then it must rely on information on moral matters that goes back a long time, and "is available to the common sense of any thoughtful and reflective person" (KC, 566), for "advances in our knowledge of human psychology and social theory might be relevant...the application of the principles of justice, as opposed to the adoption of principles in the original position" (KC, 566). When we consider Rawls' theory of "primary goods", however, it becomes clear that social scientific information is relevant not only in the application, but also in the choice of the second principle of justice.

In the Dewey lectures, Rawls admits that "the question whether the account of primary goods is a matter for social theory or depends essentially on a conception of the person" was not satisfactorily discussed in *A Theory of Justice* (KC, 527). In the new version of Rawls' theory, the account of primary goods ought to depend upon the moral conception of the person. It should be assumed that individuals would choose primary goods like basic liberties, freedom of movement and occupation, the powers and prerogatives of office and of positions of responsibility, income, wealth and the basic social basis of self-respect, for these "are generally necessary as social conditions and all purpose means" (KC, 526) to enable humans to realize and to exercise their moral powers and to pursue their own ends. But that individuals would choose such primary goods in general is not equivalent to the claim that individuals would choose a specific pattern of the distribution of these goods as formulated in the second principle of justice: social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are to the a. greatest benefit of the least advantaged, consistent with the just savings principle and b. attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity (TJ, 302; 336). The second principle of justice presupposes that a specific interpretation of primary goods in light of marginalist economic theory can be given. For if individuals cannot be said to have a preference curve for ordering their desires and wishes, and if these desires and wishes cannot be correlated with quantitatively commensurable criteria of intersubjective comparison, like "average income and wealth", then comparisons like "better off" and "worse

of" would be meaningless27, and there would be no generally agreed upon criterion for evaluating the justice of major social and economic arrangements (TJ, 143ff.; 167f.). Thus, if Rawls abandons the specific interpretation of primary goods in terms of economic theory, then he cannot argue that a specific pattern of the distribution of these goods, one which benefits the least disadvantaged, is the correct formal resolution to the problem of rational choice. But if Rawls wants to claim that the moral interpretation of primary goods as "generally necessary social conditions and all purpose means" also entails the adoption of a specific pattern of the distribution of these goods, then the second principle of justice could not be presented as the unique outcome of a rational choice situation. This specific distribution pattern would be the result of no choice at all; it would merely deductively stipulate that pattern of distributive justice considered to be most just by the theorist.

To summarize: There is a major inconsistency in the Rawlsian theory of justice, for individuals cannot know all and only what Rawls allows them to know. On the one hand if they were to know more, the rational choice situation would be hopelessly complicated, involving disagreements not only about the facts themselves, but about principles of verification and evidence as well, and a formal solution could not be attained. On the other hand if these agents were to know less, if they were ignorant, say of game-theoretic reasoning, then there could be no choice at all. Finally, if all general facts which Rawls wants to rely upon are said to be entailed by the normative definition of the person and the counterfactual abstraction with the theory begins, then the device of counterfactual choice procedure is superfluous, for the theory then merely elaborates a specific normative conception of justice, whose plausibility in no way depends upon its being the outcome of a choice procedure.

3.2. Legitimation Crises and the Theory of Practical Discourse

The radically divergent social-theoretical assumptions presupposed by Rawls and Habermas are nowhere more evident than in the following counterfactual. "Wie hätten die Mitglieder eines Gesellschaftssystems bei einem gegebenen Entwicklungsstand der Produktivkräfte ihre Bedürfnisse kollektiv verbindlich interpretiert und welche Normen hätten sie als gerechtfertigt akzeptiert, wenn sie mit hinreichender Kenntnis der Randbedingungen und der funktionalen Imperative ihrer Gesellschaft in diskursiver Willensbildung über die Organisation des gesellschaftlichen Verkehrs hätten befinden können und wollen" (Lpr, 156). Discourses of legitimacy are procedures of argumentation through which the worthiness of a political order to be just is rationally evaluated. As opposed to the Rawlsian construct of a collective choice situation under the restrictions of the "veil of ignorance", the Habermasian counterfactual procedure of discursive argumentation does not exclude any relevant social knowledge and places no restrictions on the kind of social information that individuals can use in order to judge the legitimacy of a social and political order. A dialectic of form and content between social-theoretical assumptions and formal-procedural restrictions does not exist in Habermas' theory of Discurs-kurs, although many aspects of this theory would remain unintelligible if Habermas' diagnosis of the motivation and legitimation crises of late capitalist societies was ignored28. In this case, one must ask whether the critical intentions of Habermas' social theory can be fulfilled by the proceduralism of his normative justification strategy.

In developing the counterfactual of discursive will formation on generalizable interests, Habermas intends to criticize decisionist, empiricist, and authoritarian answers to the authority and legitimation problems of late capitalist societies. That power relationships presuppose the cognitive validity of a set of legitimating beliefs, is contested by the decisionist

27 In TJ, Rawls repeatedly returns to the question of how we actually should define "worse off" and "better off" in society, and resolves this with the remark that "These comparisons are made in terms of expectations of primary social goods. In fact, I define these expectations as the index of those goods which a representative individual can look forward to" (TJ, 92; 112). But how is the "representative individual" to be defined? According to Rawls, individuals in the original position would either choose a relevant social position, and count all "those with the average income and wealth of this group, or less" as representatives of the less disadvantaged individual (TJ, 98; 118). Or, would they define the representative individual "solely in terms of income and wealth with no reference to social position" (ibid.). Now, individuals in the original position could not do the first, for under the constraints of the veil of ignorance they lack knowledge of social stratification patterns in their society. They cannot know whether stratification in their societies runs along class, sex, race or status distinctions, and which relevant social positions would be entailed by the patterns of division of labor in their society. They could actually only choose income and wealth as the index for defining the "least advantaged" representative individual. But this means that the primary goods are not all purpose moral means for individuals to realize their ends; they presuppose a specific interpretation in light of economic theory.

28 The role played by the concept of "needs" in Habermas' discursive theory has been ignored even in the most extensive treatments of the subject, cf. Reiner Wimmer, "Interaktionsformen in der Ethik," Frankfurt 1982, 2ff. From Habermas' description of the formal properties of discourses alone, it does not follow that the subject matter of discourse ought to be the truthful interpretation of common and consensually articulable needs (W. ch. 252). The concept of "needs" serves a double function: first, it bridges the gap between socialization theory and the theory of practical discourse (Lpr, 211-265); second, the ideal of convivial need articulations through discursive procedures has an unattainable utopian dimension through which Habermas seeks to reformulate the Frankfurt School ideal of socialization without repression (RHM, 87; 110).
and by the empiricist (L. pr., 133ff.). While the decisionist denies the cognitive necessity of basing power upon truth, the empiricist denies that the exercise of power requires the truthfulness of the beliefs which justify it. The theory of practical discourse is designed to show that practical questions permit of rational confirmation and warranted assertibility, even if they cannot be measured by an emphatic conception of truth. Vis à vis the empiricist who uncouples the functioning of power from the truth content of its cognitive component, Habermas maintains that truth and power cannot be dissociated without endangering the intersubjective processes of socialization and identity formation of the species that presuppose the cognitive justifiability of social norms. Such a dissociation seems to be at work in late capitalist societies. In such societies religions, cosmologies, and worldviews that have previously had an identity securing function have lost their claim to cognitive significance, and mechanisms of meaning-generating and identity stabilizing social integration are increasingly uncoupled from the functioning of mechanisms of systems integration (the world economy, institutions of formal-rational law, administration). Discursive will formation on generalizable interests is suggested as a rational procedure through which norms and values that secure individual and collective identities can be generated without regressing back to mythological, religious, or cosmological forms of thought, or into apathetic socialization patterns for which the relationship of truth and power would become fully irrelevant. The norm of discursive will formation excludes these alternatives, and proposes collective participation and further democratization as the only desirable means through which the crises of individual and collective identity in late capitalist societies ought to be resolved.

If the theory of practical discourse is offered as an answer to the crises of late capitalist societies, is the counterfactual procedure of discursive will formation on generalizable interests adequate to serve the purpose of Habermas' critical theory of late capitalism? Habermas himself admits that conditions of empirical speech are rarely, if at all, identical with those of an ideal speech situation, and that furthermore we lack criteria to judge if under given circumstances an actual discourse has taken place, or if a consensus has not been attained under conditions of external constraints (Wdh, 157ff.). The gulf between the ideal and the actual, the normative and the empirical is unbridgeable. Second, is the discourse theory adequate to define the necessary and sufficient conditions of rational consensus? The equal right of all participants to use speech acts, to shift levels of discourse, to challenge levels of argument does not guarantee an insightful, unbiased, or intelligent exercise of these rights. This depends on the nature of the arguments advanced, on their quality, and rationality. What we have to know beforehand is whether these claims are true and rational.

That they are advanced in accordance with a formally correct procedure does not guarantee their rationality. Finally, given that we lack criteria to mediate between the ideal and the actual, and that the discourse model is inadequate to define the sufficient conditions of rational consensus, can we actually compare, 'die jeweils bestehenden normativen Strukturen mit dem hypothetischen Zustand eines ceteris paribus diskursiv gebildeten Normensystems' (L. pr., 156). Do we know in the name of which or what we are to criticize? Once again we confront an epistemological vacuum. The ideal is so counterfactual that it cannot serve as a criterion to evaluate the actual.

The radical counterfactualness of the discourse theory, which threatens to reduce it to the status of a "transcendent", and not merely a "transcendental" illusion, is due not to the formalprocedural constraints of the ideal speech situation alone. The discourse model cannot serve as a critical criterion of democratic legitimacy, for it presupposes the possibility of a self-transparent and self-identical collectivity. This difficulty has been well-stated by G. Markus: 'Since participatory democracy is here directly identified with the notion of an unlimited, all-embracing community of critical discourse... the theory in which real consensus appears not only as the basic strategic principle of democratic action, but also as the ultimate end of democratic life, seems to resurrect the idea of the subject, if not as the "bearer" of historical process than as the immanent "goal" of historical development.'

In this respect the counterfactual ideal of discursive argumentation is a paradoxical project: the necessity of discursive argumentation arises when through conflict and crises social and political agents challenge an established background consensus. Yet the very step of "abstraction" that leads such agents to engage in discourses, namely the virtualization of the constraints of action, can only take place when such agents are willing to suspend the motivating force and content of these real conflict situations. Discourses arise when the intersubjectivity of ethical life is endangered; but the very project of discursive argumentation presupposes the ongoing validity of a reconciled intersubjectivity. By identifying participatory democracy with the notion of an ideal community of reconciled intersubjectivity, Habermas interprets all diversity of interests leading to conflict as illegitimate particularisms. Interests are "subjectivized needs" that have freed themselves from mutually shared traditions and values (L. pr., 157). This means that a community of recon-

29 This critique is most convincingly developed by A. Wellner in an unpublished Manuscript, "Theorie über Verstand, Emanzipation und Utopie", Konstanz 1980; cf. Illung, "Geltung als Konsens", 35ff.
ciled intersubjectivity eliminates conflict and diversity of interests by allowing only universalizable need interpretations. This is a transcendent illusion, for, although the very project of an emancipated society means eliminating certain structural sources of interest conflict in present societies, a human society freed from all sources of conflict and diversity of interests cannot be conceived of without eliminating the radical plurality of ways of life, of cultural traditions and individual biographies which differentiate humans from one another. Such a society of reconciled intersubjectivity would be a self-identical collectivity, but not a human community. When the critique of the false universalism of particularistic interests is conceived as the desubjectivization of all interests, then those interests that are rooted in the pluralisms of autonomous life forms, living communities and self-conceptions are excluded from political discourse. Not only is the project of such a self-transparent and self-identical collectivity impossible, it is not even desirable. Admittedly, Habermas distinguishes between the discourse principle of legitimacy and concrete principles of democratic organization. He accuses Rousseau precisely of having mixed up „Die Einführung eines neuen Legitimationsprinzips mit Vorschägen zur Institutionalisierung einer gerechten Herrschaft“ (RHM, 279). Consequently, „Das hat die Demokratiendiskussion bis auf den heutigen Tag verirrt... Wenn man genau die politischen Ordnungen Demokraten nennt, die dem prozeduralen Legitimitätstyp genügen, dann können Fragen der Demokratisierung als das behandelt werden, was sie sind: als Organisationsfragen“ (RHM, 279). But how meaningful is this appeal to a procedural type of legitimacy? For, as I have tried to show in this essay, procedures of normative justification and legitimation are not normatively neutral constructs, but presuppose a moral theory of the person and of the good, as well as a certain sociological understanding of the demands and conflicts of the present. What distinguishes the Rawlsian legitimation procedure from the Habermasian theory of discourse is precisely assumptions concerning the meaning of human autonomy and of the good life, as well as a diagnosis of the dynamics, needs and tendencies of present democratic societies. The theory of discourse advocates the procedure of discursive will formation on generalizable interests, precisely because this would encourage democratization and repoliticization. But by distinguishing between procedures of legitimacy and problems of democratic organization, Habermas retreats into a meta-theoretical neutrality which is illusory. This led me to the following negative conclusion: either the discourse principle of collective will formation on generalizable interests is a principle of participatory democracy, or it is an empty meta-theoretical procedure which cannot arbitrate among various first order theories of legitimacy, because for such an arbitration, more than a procedure, certain material assumptions and criteria in light of which to judge procedures, are needed. On the other hand, if the discourse principle is not a meta principle of procedural legitimation, but a principle of democratic participation, then it is equally inadequate, for it identifies participatory democracy with the ideal of a unified and self-reconciled subjectivity.

4. Conclusion: Methodological Abstractions and Political Vision

The methodological withdrawal from politics which modern political theory began can assume different forms. While Hobbesian proceduralism entails an absolutization of politics, Rawlsian proceduralism entails its privatization, and Habermasian proceduralism the self-abolition of politics through the ideal of a self-identical collectivity. The Habermasian methodological model of considering "men as mushrooms" would lead to the absolutism of the Hobbesian state, because by abstracting individuals from given bonds of community and social life, Hobbes would allow the sovereign to reconstruct social life only in accordance with the dictates of the political. Not only could the sovereign alone decide which civil and public associations were to be permitted among his subjects, but political reconstruction, argued Hobbes, would have to entail a semiotic and moral reconstruction as well. Only the sovereign would be allowed to establish the meaning of those public signs by which men judged honor, dignity and infamy; only the sovereign would decide the public hermeneutic in light of which the sources of morality would be interpreted. Within the confines of civic, religious and moral life allowed by the sovereign, each subject was free to pursue his rational self-interest as long as it did not conflict with the like interest of others. Rawlsian agents under the conditions of a "veil of ignorance" are likewise mushrooms insofar as they have no bonds to each other besides limited egoism: they take no interest in each others' interests. But unlike Hobbesian agents, they jealously guard their private semiotic and their morality, and choose a political system whose virtue consists in allowing them to promote the conception of autonomous self-agency. Autonomy is irreconcilable with altruism; rationality must be limited to the possibility of forming and pursuing a consistent life-plan; and the demands of collective justice must not overstep the priority of liberty. Civic liberty and public justice can be best reconciled by a vision of politics in which the distributive role of the state does not overstep the boundaries of the private conception of the good cherished by autonomous agents. Admittedly, there is an unresolved tension in the Rawlsian conception of politics. The restric-

31 Thomas Hobbes, "Of the Rights of Sovereigns by Institutions", ch. XVIII, Leviathan.
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